Mora rocks Oklahoma

Drama student displays the Wright stuff

Spartan leftfielder Jorge Mora does it all with a

Dawn Millee Wright, starring as Lorraine Hansberry in ’To be Young, Gifted and
Black,’ has overcome a tough childhood to rcach success

homer and a bunt single in SJSU’s 8-1 victory
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Instructor allegedly embezzles over $10,000
By Jack Trageser
Daly staff writer
SJSU theatre arts instructor and former
KSJS General Manager David R. Yohn.
Jr. appeared in municipal court Thursday,
facing charges of embezzling more than
$10,000 from a non-profit community
television station.
Yohn did not enter a plea at his
arraignment in Palo Alto municipal court.
and a new arraignment was scheduled for
April 3.
No one contacted, from Yohn’s wife to
his department chair, would shed any
light on the charges or how they might

Faces charges from off-campus T.V. station
affect his job at SJSU.
From May 12,1989 to Oct. 24,1990,
Yohn allegedly embezzled $10,353.84
from Mountain View Community Television while he was executive director,
according to court records. He wrote
himself checks on a station account
which required only one signature, then
removed the checks and related bank
statements from the organization’s books.

according to court records.
Yohn, after being confronted by the
station’s board of directors, admitted he
owed the company money and repaid the
same amount he is accused of embezzling, according to court records. But
Mountain View Police later received
information about the alleged embezzlement and George H. Vennemeyer, a certified public accountant, also discovered

irregularities in his 1990 audit of the nonprofit organization.
Yohn could not be reached for comment, and his status with SJSU was
unclear. His office on the first floor of
Hugh Gillis Hall was locked Thursday
evening, but the standard card on the
door listed his classes and office hours.
Yohn teaches introduction to radio/TV.
broadcast management and advanced TV.
Yohn is not listed in the faculty directory, and the Human Resources department had no record of his employment at
SJSU.
His wife, reached at their San Jose

home Thursday evening, said she could
not speak for her husband and offered no
further comment.
The theatre arts department chair,
Stonely Baran, would not say whether he
knew about the charges against Yohn.
When asked if the matter would have any
effect on Yohn’s employment status.
Baran said "That’s my business. It’s none
of yours."
Vennemeyer, in a letter to the TV station, said he felt he had to point out "certain irregularities" discovered during a
See ARREST, back page

Presidential race
results in run-off
Vote count of 2,082
lowest in five years
for A.S. elections
By John Bessa
Daly staff writer
The race for Associated Students President has been narrowed down to two candidates in a run-off election for next week
Nicole Launder and 1)der Warfield.
Launder, the current A.S. director of personnel, led the race with 737 votes of the
total 1,846 votes, with the Warfield drawing
438.
Launder appeared shocked as a member
of the election board read the results to some
of the candidates gathered outside of the
A.S. chambers Thursday night.
"It seems like the last three weeks have
been a blur." she said, "I really didn’t know
what to expect." she added.
Warfield said he had wished for a larger
turnout. About 2.082 votes were cast. "This
is an important race," Warfield said, adding
"I would have liked to have seen more people interested."
The A.S. presidential candidate with the
third highest votes was Gabriel Mirammtes,
who finished 63 short of Warfield with 375
votes. Miramontes said that he was disapointed that he would not be in the run-off
election, although he said "it’s been a pretty

fun experience - trying to get the students
to come out and vote. "I wish that we
could’ve had more time for campaigning."
he added.
Candidate Pierre Oliverio could not be
reached for comment by press time.
Results of other A.S. offices include:
Vice President
Nicole Anderson won
unopposed with 1,471 votes
Controller -- Don Brooks, unopposed,
received 1,373 votes
Academic Senator -- Stephen Goodman. with 1,107 votes: Mark Vogel, with
940 votes; and Neil Nogaliza %%MI 49. The
position carries 3 two WA: Wilt
Director 01 Academic AlLots--- a runoff between Todd Lovering with five votes,
and Jean Pierre Fusenig with tour votes
Director 01 Communications a runoff between Gloria Schmae with 90 votes
and Lisa Willwerth 67votes
Director of Community Affairs
Steven Parker with 689 voles
Director of Sponsored Vrograms
Robert Rosenau with 32 votes
to add ,t I ith director
Ballot issue MI
to the A.S passed with 1,106 votes
Director of Students Rights and Responsibilities -- Jon Fleishimul %%ith 1.035 votes
Director of Student Services - Blair
Whitney unopposed with 1.060 votes
The run-off elections will be held next
Wednesday and Thursday.

Jeanette Glicksrnan
Nicole Launder, a run-off candidate for the AS. presidency,
Nicole Anderon, ho ran unopposed for vice president and

A.S. leaders incensed by looming fee hike
By Robert W. Scobk
Daty stall wax
After the California State University Board of Trustees voted
to increase the state university
fee by 20 percent Wednesday.
SJSU students still had hope that
lobbying efforts would be able to
halt the increases.
"I think it’s deplorable." said
Stephen Goodman, Associated
Students director of student
rights and responsibilities.
irresponsibility."
The $78 fee increase per
semester will increase SJSU’s
total student fees by 16 percent
from $489 a semester to $567.
The fee increases were passed as
one part of a package that was
drawn up to deal with a $402.5
million budget deficit for the
CSU system. SJSU is expected to
see about $14 million in budget
cuts as a result of the deficit.
"Nothing is final until June,"
Marci Pcdrazzi said, holding out
hope that the lee increase can still
be held down to the legal limit of
10 percent. The 1985 Maddy Act
stipulates that fee increases be
held to a level of 10 percent in
the event of fiscal emergencies.
Most administrators say that
there is no way to get through the
current budget crisis without raising the state university Ice by 20
percent.

"It is going to demand a sarilice of all California citizens."
Elizabeth Hill. the CSU’s legislafive analyst, told the trustees
Wednesday.
A chart that she presented to
the trustees showed that prisons
are being given higher growth
rates while higher education is
getting a negative growth rate.
The figures mean that next year
higher education will get approximately two percent less money
than this year. not including Mudent fee increases, while prisons
will get about 14 percent more

money nest year.
Some students don’t agree that
the trustees and the government
is doing everything they can to
make sure that higher education
has enough funding. "It’s devastoting and it’s tragic that they
would raise our fees to compromise the mission of public educalion," Pedrazzi said, while asking
that students get involved in the
fight to protect the quality of Califomia’s education system. "The
fight isn’t over yet."
"We need a . . . revolt!" said
Cindy Resler who heads the A.S.

legislative committee that is
putting together a campaign to
mail letters to local representatives. "We can’t allow them to
raise it more than 10 percent.
"This is going to open up a lot
of people’s eyes. As far as I’m
concerned, this is the only issue
there is."
Student leaders say that no% is
the time for all students to get
involved in the budget issues.
"I cannot put into words how
important and crucial it is for students, especially impacted stuSee REACTION, back page

Letter campaign targets fee increase
By (7orey Tresidder
Daly stall writer
After the California State Students’ Association conference in
Sacramento two weeks ago, a
legislative committee was
formed at SJSU to inform students of what they can do about
the pending budget cuts for next
year.
Five CSSA members from
SJSU had the time to work with
the committee, according to
Cindy Resler, the committee
director. The goals of the committee are to encourage students
to register and vote, increase
awareness of the issues and to

get as many students as possible
m write the legislature and let the
students’ grievances be known
"We arc an uninformed popur
loos." Resler said. "Once we
open our eyes. I know we can act
and make our voices heard."
Resler would like all students.
especially those involved in oncampus clubs and Greek organirations, to call or write the legislames and give a personal
account of the effects of the proposed fee increase caused by
budget restraints. She said she
believes the more the state gov=mem hears from the students
the more the legislature will be

pressured into acting on the mudents’ requests.
"I was so surprised when I
found out how close to campus
some of the offices of state
assemblymen are," Resler said
"They are just one block away in
the State of California office
building on Third Street. We
could easily go in there in large
groups and express our
grievances to the state."
Resler added that the commit tee hopes to spread the word
through forums. debates and
posters planted on campus. She
also said the committee is work.
See LETTERS, back page

Daly staff photographer

current A.S. Director of Student Services Gina Suthcrst
embrace in celebration as the election results are announced.

Meter installation
plan reconsidered
By Lorrie Voigt
Daily stall writer
The city parking advisors committee announced some good news
for SJSU students and neighboring
residents at a public meeting Tuesday concerning a recently proposed issue to install up to 500
parking meters around the university.
According to parking administrator Jim Kennedy, meters will
not be installed on 10th and 11th
streets in areas that are predominantly residential. Commission
policy prohibits the placing of
meters in front of houses and
apartments, Kennedy explained.
Pamela Goguen, president of
the Alpha Phi Sorority located on
10th Street. spoke out against the
proposal, claiming it was unfair to
expect residents to pay in order to
park in front of their house.
"It’s unrealistic to think that
meters would help solve the parking problem," Goguen said. "People don’t just come here for one
hour: most students come to campus for three or four hours. If anything. people will keep going out
to their cars to put in more
change."
Goguen brought up the issue of
safety for those women who might
have to park a couple of blocks

away from the house because of
no available space on the street.
"A lot of people here arc waitresses and they get home late at
night," Gogucn said. "This is not
the best area to walk at night."
Lisa Billigmeier, who also lives
at the Alpha Phi house, presented a
petition. which had been passed
around a number of sorority houses,
containing almost 200 signatures.
"The majority of complaints we
heard came from people who lived
in the residential areas on 10th and
11th streets. not from commuters,"
Kennedy said.
Thc second recommendation
called for additional investigation
of the idea to place parking meters
on the street sections in front of
small businesses and non-residential areas. Lastly, residential permit
parking would not be implemented
in those areas around 10th and
11th streets as a substitute for
meters.
"We’re going to talk to several
of the businesses around the university and see what they think
about putting meters in front."
Kennedy said.
The parking commission wants
to research the fine details of these
latest recommendations. Kennedy
said, before any decisions are to be
made.
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An alarming precedence
state schools are affordable.
Nothing stands between Wilson
and exhorbitant raises in several
consecutive years to chip away at
a deficit that took several years of
poor management to build.

California State
The
University Board of
Trustee’s decision to
approve a 20 percent increase in
student fees sent a clear message
to CSU students: CSU views
Governor Wilson’s blatant
disregard for the legal limit of 10
percent per year as justifiable and
and is willing to accept quantum
leaps in fees in the future.
The 10 percent limit had a
purpose, to prevent fee raises
from placing too much financial
burden upon students in one year.
Now that CSU has failed to
acknowledge the legal limit who’s
to say what the Governor will
propose next year? 40 percent?
We acknowledge that the CSU
budget demands a fee increase to
preserve the premise that a state
school education is both one of
quality and relatively inexpensive.
Remain within the legal limit CSU.
The circumvention of this law
will be a precedence for further
raping of the basic premise that

this happens countless
Ifstudents will be priced out the
CSU system and they will
follow the trend toward
community colleges. The result
will be lower enrollment at CSU
campuses and less revenue.
Revenue will be scarce for
higher education in the future as
Wilson plans to cut appropiations
by two percent next year whereas
prisons will receive 14 percent
more funds next year.
These priorities are warped.
Spending more money detaining
citizens than educating them.
A student fee increase is not a
crime, the crimes committed were
the circumvention of the law and
the apathy displayed by students
toward the scenerio.

Corrections and amplifications
that the Society of Professional
Journalists was a co-sponsor of the
event.

In the Wednesday, March 13, edition
of die Spartan Daily, the article "Media
censorship discussed," failed to state

Lost in the woods
allegorical to life
It has been three-and-a -half hours since
Alex and I started our hike. This hike is
supposed to be a small, one -hour loop, on
a nature trail at Rancho del Oso.
We didn’t particularly pay attention to
the trail we began on, we just started to
walk. We have nothing with us, we left
everything in the car, including the map of
our hike.

campsites. I guess no one is winter
camping. The trail begins to go uphill. I
have a feeling that this loop is much too
long, and it should not be going uphill.
We turn around and head back frantically,
knowing, or finally admitting that we’re
lost.
The fear of knowing that we are
nowhere near our car gives me a deep

Through the many trails of my life I have hiked, I have
tripped over many logs and rocks, but I have been able to
get up , shake the dirt off my clothes, and proceed to keep
on walking.
Just as the trail of a hike, life too can
have unexpected experiences - sometimes
difficult or painful.
I find myself jumping over salamanders
and scattered puddles left from the
weekend rain. The air is damp and cold.
Alex and I are getting a bit tired. It’s
getting dark, real dark, and we haven’t
made the loop back yet. Alex looks at his
watch, it’s 6:30 p.m. I don’t want to
admit to myself that I am lost, because
admitting it makes it true, avoiding it
makes it somehow false.
We decide to keep walking for a little
while longer thinking maybe, just maybe,
the path will end where we started.
Off to the side of our path are empty

flutter in my stomach. I have this horrible
feeling that I will have to stay here all
night long, because it is too dark to walk
back.
I start to imagine sleeping standing up.
like a horse, in the middle of this dark,
cold desolate trail. And I also imagine a
crazy person with a gun or knife jumping
out from behind the tree.
Alex is calm, he thinks that I told my
mom where we are. I didn’t. I didn’t tell
anyone.
The darkness is like a blanket covered
over the sky. I close my eyes and walk
forward, tagging onto Alex. I think that
he will protect me from all the fearful
things I conjured up in my head. After

walking blindly in the dark, we see distant
flashlights.
We yell for help. They don’t answer us.
We want to walk over to where the lights
arc, but it is too muddy, and there is no
trail. I give up all hope.
Alex yells, "We are lost, can you help
us?" After a few times, they answer to us.
The man and woman campers come over
to us, and invite us in their tent for tea. We
talk and drink tea. They lend us their
flashlight and give us directions back to
our car. 1 feel so relieved, we know where
we are and where we are going. We
finally make it back safely.
Sometimes life takes us on unexpected
journeys. These journeys may be scary at
the time and the outcome may be
unpredictable. But we always get through
them, experiencing a lot. What beauty
and knowledge the experience brings us.
As for me and my experiences. I have
just hopped on the trail of life without
really being sure of where I am going.
And instead of reading a map to ascertain
my direction. I just took any trail,
wandering aimlessly through the forest.
Through the many trails of my life
have hiked.l have tripped over many logs
and rocks, but I have been able to get up,
shake the dirt off my clothes, and keep on
walking.
The pain of the experience may be
unbearable as we go through it. It makes
a person stronger and better prepared next
time. Admitting the fear, instead of
avoiding the fear, can enable us to get
through it easier, and maybe faster too.
The more experience we have, the better
we can get through things next time
around: the more knowledge we will have
to help us get through tougher things.
Pam

Schatz is a Spartan Daily staff

writer.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editorial’s hasty attacks
Editor,
The recently published editorial
regarding the Spartan football team
exposed the student body to poor
journalism. The editorial, "Players need
spanking," (Feb. 21) made hasty
generalizations, lacked evidence to
support its claim, and successfully
stereotyped the team.
The editorial states, " The team within
the last year has exhibited behavior off the
field that can be likened to a street gang."
This comparison was made in haste! A
gang can usually be identified by their
colors. They can be violent people who
steal, deal drugs, and physically harm one
another. The only comparison that can be
made between the two is identity. While
gangs sport their colors, football players
carry their big physical appearance. When
these athletes appear in public, their body
stature deems them automatic suspects.
Just as an average size person of color
feels violated when shopping in a

Lauding A.S. resolution
Editor,
When in the early 1960s our legislators
in Sacramento decided to demolish
SJSU’s Tower Hall and its quad because
of its vulnerability to earthquakes,
students and alumni took a stand.
Although they were not able to save the
quad (now Tower Lawn and walkways),
they did prevent the destruction of Tower
Hall. Just imagine another Sweeney Hall
in place of Tower Hall if the legislators
had their way.
In a few years, all of us are going to be
SJSU alumni. In the future, wouldn’t we
all like to recognize our campus and relate
to places where we met friends and
classmates? Wouldn’t we like something
to show that SJSU is the oldest public
institution of higher learning in
California?
The university administration has proven
that it can restore our historic buildings.
The best example is the Old Science
Building, now renamed Washington
Square Hall. which has been restored to

department store being followed by
security, these men feel violated when
being watched wherever they go in
public. Society must accept all types of
people and should not judge others by
their physical appearance.
A handful of players have been involved
in a few incidents, but the editorial credits
the entire team for their shortcomings.
The staff weakened their stance by
stereotyping these young men. It appears
as a ploy to present the students a group
of convicts who are a threat to society
unless they are put in solitary
confinement, guarded by their coach.
It is a tough task for an individual to be
responsible for the well-being of nearly
100 people. The editorial hastily stated.
"Terry Shea has proved his worth as a
football coach, but not as a disciplinarian.
which is also part of the job description."
The article fails to mention one imponant
fact. Shea inherited the program this past
spring and was not responsible for
recruiting the players who were on the
roster. He faced the enormous task of
its original exterior beauty and a modem
and comfortable interior. Fortunately,
Dwight Bentel Hall seems to be following
that process. But unfortunately, the oldest
building on campus, the general store/cafe
on Ninth Street, where for decades
students met, was demolished last
semester. The Scheller House on Fifth
Street, dating back to 1904, seems about
to follow the general store’s fate.
I’m proud of the Associated Students
Intercultural Steering Committee’s stand
on this issue by unanimously approving a
resolution for the preservation of the few
historical buildings left on this century old campus.
Let us not make a decision that we, or
our sons and daughters, will regret in the
future. We must remember that in terms of
architecture and art, history does not
repeat itself.
Miguel Avila
Senior
Biological Sciences
Chair, A.S. Intercultural Steering

Committee

getting acquainted with each player prior
to the season. It will take time for Shea’s
image to make an impact on the team, but
I support him in his decision to stand
behind his players when they have been
accused of wrong-doings. He can’t watch
their every step in life, but he can point
them in the direction they need to travel
as they earn their college degrees. These
young men do not need baby-sitters, they
need to behave properly at all times, just
as each student enrolled at SJSU.
It is not a fair argument to judge an
organization because of a few peoples’
mistakes. The Spartan Daily editorial staff
has proved to be prejudiced against the
Spartan football team. The program
suffers when articles like these are written
attacking the team. Instead of blasting
Terry Shea and his players, give him a
chance to give SJSU a team everyone can
be proud of.
Rob Gibnore
Senior
Liberal Studies
’Selective’ reporting
Editor,
As a culturally -grounded African
student, I am writing with a specific
request.
Please, do not do me any favors by
covering African events and quoting me
if you’re merely going to partially quote
me ("Ture speaks out for African
changes", March 4).
You have critically and significantly
altered the emphasis of the point I was
making. I said, "(Mire) writes of African
Pride, intellectual capacity, challenging
cultural injustices. He’s harassed, stalked.
incarcerated, all across the nation for over
20 years."
Then I said, "(Steele) writes a book of
African people which categorically reads
as fiction, unqualified, unquantificd and
unfounded, Yet he receives national
acclaim! Steele’s rhetoric fuels power and
control and institutionalized racism for

THE CIE tiONF:TE-PrATY
old and traditional administrations, in
Anglo-Saxon capitalists controlled
countries."
That statement lends important
acknowledgement to a specific point.
How categorical of you, Spartan Daily. to
selectively leave out the end of the
sentence.

tirw

AFTER THE

Raul Dominguez Spartan Day
This school paper is a joke! The
selectivity of what’s printed seems to,
more often than not, reflect biases.
Furthermore. I was comparing this old
and traditional administration (SJSU), to
our presidential administration.

Kyle B. Stokes
Senior
Business Finance
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SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
;,taff organizations at no charge
I orms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
l?oom 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center) The deadline
is 10a m
TODAY
JEWISH STUDENT UNION Jammers basi,etball game, 7 00 p m For tickets meet
uelow the SUREC sign, call 296-3125
INST. FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Lecture, ’Environmental Ethics and the Just
War Tradition,- Prof Armstrong-Buck, 2.30
to 330 p m.. Science Bldg Room 164, call
9244519: -Ethics and the Gull War, Prof
Trujillo, 730-1000 p m , 4th Floor Lounge.
210 S. 4th St.. Colonade, call 924-4519
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
Co-op Orientation. 12 00 pm.SU Guadalupe Room, call 924-6033. Videotaped practice interviews, 1 30 p m.-230 p m.. IRC
Roots 310. call 924-6033
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB International
folkdancing.8 00-9.00 p m instruction. 9.001000 pm requests. Women’s Gym, SPX
Homm 89. 7th and San Carlos, call 2936369 or 287-63E9
LDSSA Broom Hockey. 12 30 p m . LDSSA
Student Center. 66 N 7th St call 286-3313
MATH AND COMPUTER SCIENCE CLUB
Supercurves and their Connection with
other Concepts in Math, 2:30-3:00 p.m.,
Mac Ouarr le Hall Room 322. call 244-9728.
AS. PROGRAM BOARD Irish Folk Group
Shanachie. noon. Amphitheatre.
RADICAL REALITY Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship, Weekly worship service. 7.30
pm . Duncan Hall Room 135. call (415) 9480822
SJSU Spartan deed General Meeting.
100 pm.SU Guadalupe Room, call 92613493
ALBAYAN Cabinet meeting 5 00 pm SU
first floor
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS Meeting. 1 00-200
p.m., S.U. Montalvo Hoorn. call 283-5616

SATURDAY
ASPB Life After Birth-an evening of
dance. 800 pm . March 16-17 students
$6 00. and general $8 00, Dance Studio
Theater, 5th and San Carlos. call 924-6261
VOLUNTEER INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE
Free tax help offered by accounting students, 11 00 a m -3 00 p m Saturdays
through April 13. Business Bldg room 213.
call 924-3492

Worth a Loft

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Reduced supplies of fresh fruit caused
by the California freeze in late December and a smaller apple crop
are forcing up prices for both
growers and consumers. the Agriculture Department said Thursday.
The government’s farm and consumer indexes showed that fresh
fruit prices set record high marks
in Januaiy and these are expected
to remain above year-earlier levels
until harvests ot new crops begin
for late -spring and summer fruits.
said the department’s Economic
Research Service.
Conversely, the report said, the
overall price of processed fruit will
he under downward pressure as
orange juice wholesalers continue
to draw down relatively high
priced inventories.
’ Despite damage sustained in
California during the late December 1990 freeze, U.S. citrus prois expected to exceed
duction
last season’s,’’ the report said.
As of March I, total U.S. citrus
some
excluding
production,
"other areas" California grapefruit, was forecast at 11.4 million
Ions. up 7 percent from 1989-90.
"Grower prices for apples. avocados and strawberries have improved significantly this season as
a result of tight domestic supplies
and strong demand." the report
said. "In addition, strong export
demand for winter pears is sup’porting grower prices despite this
season’s record pear supplies.’
Reduced water availability in

STUDENT CALIFORNIA TEACHERS
ASSN. Bake sale, 10 00-2 00 pm front of
S U . call 924-3738
ART DEPT STUDENT GALLERIES Student
Art Exhibits. 10 00-4 00 pin Art Department. reception March 19 600 pm call
924-4330
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
Summer job hunting techniques. 2 30 p m
S.0 Costanoan Room, call 924-6033, The
Second Interview. 12.30 p.m.. Engr. 189,
call 924-6033.
MECHA General meeting, 6.00 p m. Chicano Resource Center, call 288-6470.

EL
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California after five years of
drought has caused some concern
about fruit and tree nut production
in 1991-92.
But the water shortage "is not
expected to significantly reduce
fruit and tree nut production or
raise prices." the report said.
"Major efforts on the part of fruit
growers and public programs will
he made in 1991 to facilitate shifting water to orchards and vineyards to protect high -value fruit
and tree nut crops."
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EVERY ITEM, EVERY DAY

20%
30%
40%
50%

YE SI f VI RYIIIING IS AT (LAS! 70%
OFF! ARTI FRAMINGI DRAFIINGI
lAcFPIING AtREADY DISCOUNIIDIIIMS
CASI I, CHECK, VISA A mASIIR CARD

UNIVERSITY ART’S
DISCOUNT WARINOUSI
318 PAC,f St ’,AN kW 14018 797477

Morning showers with
partly cloudy afternoon.
Highs in the 50s.
National Weather
Service

Man arrested for allegedly
raping Mexican live-in maid

MONDAY

Fresh fruit prices climbing

Monday’s forecast

Open nine months, the Children’s
Discovery Museum in San Jose has
served children and adults.

LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY Sunday
worship, 10 00 a m Campus Christian Center Chapel
JEWISH STUDENT UNION Super Sunday
Fundraiser. 900 a.m.-500 pm Los Gatos
Jewish Community Center call 971-1768

celebratory end-of-the-war speech
to a joint session of Congress.
While they constituted a rebuff
to the president. the actions had
been planned before his speech.
They were delayed by the nation’s
preoccupation with the Persian
Gulf War and Congress’ own normal slow start.
With passage in two House panels. Democrats signaled they inlead to .nuft(g quickly on an antidiscrimination. bill similar to one
that passed with 65 percent majorities in both chambers last year.
Bush vetoed that hill, contending it
would force employers to use quotas in hiring and promotion. Civil
rights advocates dispute that argument.
The measure was approved by
the House Education and Labor
Committee and a similar version
by a House Judiciary subcommittee.
Majority Leader Richard Gephardt, D-Mo. predicted action on
the House floor by April or May.
But he acknowledged that Democrats have not succeeded in blunting Bush’s argument that it would
lead to quotas.
"The polls would indicate that
people do not perceive correctly
yet what the hill can do and why it

Mostly sunny skies with
cloudiness at night.
Highs in the 50s.

? John Moffitt,
Former UPD officer
fired by the department in October,
has a termination appeal pending.

George Ortiz Daily staff photographer
49er free safety Ronnie Lott signs an autograph for liberal
Studies major Alisa In while pedaling a cycling machine.
Loft helped promote K a ppa Deft a’s annual pedal -a -t hi in
rix h ich raises mtmey for the prevention of child abuse.

Bush’s plans ignored on Congressional floor
A
WASHINGTON (AP)
week after President Bush urged
Congress to turn swit tly to his domestic agenda. Democratic lawmakers are shoving aside administration proposals on crime and civil
ights in favor of their own plans.
Bush’s version of the civil rights
twill was alive for barely five hours
after its introduction on Tuesday
when the House Education and
-gbor Committee buried it and
passed instead a inure sweeping
kmocratic measure.
In both the House and Senate.
Democrats signaled they were prepared to push their own gun-control bills, previously opposed by
the president. They contended that
Bush’s anti -crime measures didn’t
do enough to limit firearms.
"It’s not what the president has
in his legislation that I oppose, it’s
what he doesn’t propose." said
Sen. Joseph Biden. D-fkl.. chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee. Ile introduced his own
lime hill that would ban 14 automatic
1 hi: moves were the first signiftlilt steps that legislators have
taken on major domestic hills of
this session. They followed by a
v,cek Bush’s call for action within
i Hi ,I,IS 5i,11101 he delivered in his

Today’s forecast

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.
The California State University
Board of Trustees approved raising
student fees by 20 percent next fall.

SUNDAY
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY Sunday masses, 6 00 p m Campus Christian
Center Chapel, 800 pm St Joseph s Cathedral. Daily masses at noon at the Campus Christian Center Chapel

ASSOC ACADEMIC V P For Faculty Affairs,
Open forum for Dr Sybil Weir. 200-3.00
pin . Clark Library Room 511, call 9242403
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION Committee. Open
forum noon-1 00 pm SU Amphitheatre,
call 924-5346

YesterDaily

is important... Gephardt said.
"Quotas, frankly, are illegal, but
if you can characterize it that way,
you can turn public opinion against
a piece of legislation."
Reflecting sponsors’ new emphasis on extending job protections
for women, the Education and
Labor Committee also voted to
change the bill’s title from the
Civil Rights Act of 1991 to the
Civil Ritiats fist lif.yno,9No’s Equity
in Emplotyment Act of 1901 .
The bill would expand women’s
rights in job bias claims by permitting them for the first time to collect punitive damages in cases of
sexual discrimination or harassment. It would, in effect, put
sex discrimination claims on equal
legal footing with racial bias cases.
Bush’s alternative would set
SI50,000 limits on damage claims
in cases of sexual discrimination or

harassment in the workplace. The
Democratic version would set no
such limits and would go farther in
overcoming 1989 Supreme Court
decisions that sponsors say limited
minority rights in job bias cases.
Some Democrats and Republicans held out hope a compromise
could be reached on a bill Bush
would sign.
House Democrats also moved
on - the"ririose " freint %vein they
were prepared to push passage of
the so-called Brady Bill requiring a
seven-day waiting period for all
gun purchases.
The bill is named for former
White House press secretary James
S. Brady, severely wounded by a
gunman trying to kill President
Reagan in 1981. When Congress
last voted on it in 1988, the measure failed 228-182 in the House.

PETALUMA (AP) A live-in
maid from Mexico brought to the
United States illegally by a Petaluma chiropractor was allegedly
raped within two hours of arriving
at his home, officials say.
David Allan Noles was arrested
Tuesday for allegedly raping the
Mexican woman on 10 separate
occasions, police said. The crimes
allegedly occurred between Feb. 6
and Feb. 11.
Police said the woman, whose
name was not released, came to
this country to pay off medical
bills and save money for an operation for her I -year-old daughter.
A friend of Notes’ who lives in
the same Mexican town in the state
of Jalisco where the woman lived
apparently approached her and offered her employment at Notes’
residence, police said
The woman, 21, who speaks no
English, accepted the offer,
according to Detective Dave
Dohn. Notes provided money to illegally get the woman across the
border and gave the victim room
and board in exchange for housekeeping but did not pay her.
"I think its an extraordinary
case." said Dohn. "It’s a clear
case on Noles* part of verbal and
physical domination."
Police learned of the case Feb.

II when they received a call from
the Sonoma County Woman’s
Shelter that a woman living in
Noles’ home had been raped.
Officers began an investigation
that was slowed because an interpreter from Santa Rosa had to he
hired to interview her,

’It’s a clear case on
Noles’ part of verbal
and physical
domination.’
Dave Dohn
Police detectise
The victim said she was raped
by Notes within two hours of amving at his home. Over the next use
days. Notes forced her to engage in
nine more acts of sexual intercourse, investigators said.
"She’s unfamiliar with United
States customs and doesn’t know
anyone." said police detective
Tommasi. "She has no friends and
no money. She doesn’t know
where the police department is."
Notes said lie was unclear about
what charges he could face.
"I don’t know what thev are. 1
haven’t got it put togethei et." he
said.

Cereal allowed, prize not
SHELTON, Wash. iAPi-- - said.
Washington Corrections Center in"I’m positive tops aren’t on it."
mates can enjoy their Cap’n Lovelace said of the list, which inCrunch cereal. But they have to cludes games, art materials and
give back the prize inside.
other items. The prison store began
The "magic spinner toy in stocking the cereal at the request of
each box is contraband, said prison inmates.
spokeswoman Barbara Lovelace
on Tuesday. The small plastic
An inmate possessing a magic
spinning tops are not included on a spinner would not be punished. hut
list of personal property items in- the toy would be confiscated and
mates are allowed to have, she tossed in the garbage.

Fallen steel girder killed 14 people, crushed 11 cars
\ 40-ton steel
TOKYO I Al’)
girder rolled off an c lc s ated monorail under construction in Hiroshima on Thursday, crushing vehicles at a traffic light below and
killing 14 people. police said.
Nine people were injured by the
213-foot section of the monorail’s
horizontal frame, which demolished 11 vehicles, police official
Kiyomitsu Utnakoshi said.
lie said the steel girder was
being moved by construction
workers when it slipped off a support column and tell.
"1 clearly saw it come fulling
down on to my car." a weeping
woman driser said in a nationally

"1 savi about
televised intei
four or five cars ahead of me get
crushed."
The cars were waiting at a traffic
light on the road below, Umakoshi
said.
Some of the can, were flattened
to less than half a yard in height.
Police and construction workers
spent more than two hours removing the girder from the crushed
cars to get to the victims below.
Umakoshi said.
Rescue workers then used power
tools to remove the trapped s is
tims, as h0111111.%1 I’1) slanders
watched.
Five of the dead and three of the

Public notice to students
What: Pick up your Public Law 101-226
brochure for information on Drug
Free Schools and Communiticies Act
Section 1213, Higher Education Act
of 1965 Amendment of December, 1989
Why:

1111 ed V. ens’ construction workers
who had been working at the top of
the support column. Umakoshi
said.
Police were questioning workers
to sec if improper procedures had
been used in moving the girder and
to determine why they had not
stopped traffic on the road below,
he added.
Workers said they had moved

Office of theVice-President for Student Affairs

"It was just a minor adjustment,
not any major shift of the girder,
construction worker Takao Shimokawa said.

50% OFF!
TANNING

MEMBERSHIPS
Get a Head Start on Your
Spring Break Tan NOW!
Hurry by Tan City today this ottfe
is only good through Apr 30. 91
Special student hours apply.

It is required by federal law that SJSU
must distribute this information to all
members of its community.

Wher4.: 2 locations:
- Student Union’s information booth
- Administration building’s
information booth.

the girder to the end Ail one arm of
the T-shaped support column and
were removing blocks from undclneath it to adjust its final position
when it apparently became unbalanced and fell.

yTANNING SALONS

996-7979 554-0606
Saratoga
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12164 Saratoga Sunnyvale
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700 Winchester Blvd
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Letters from Saudi Arabia
I received your address from
a friend of mine tonight from a
quick conversation. My unit is
10 miles inside Kuwait lines, so
far no resistance or deaths on
our side have occured. The
Iraqis have been giving up by
the thousands at a time. The
French made a statement on the
radio that "Saddam won’t die of
old age." I’ve been here in
Saudi since Aug. 16. I feel like
I’m
ready
to
explode
sometimes! (ha ha)...
I figure we’ll be ending the
war around April. I plan to
spend 30 days leave when I get
home. I had a friend from
another unit killed here. This
can play with your emotions
very easy. I had a relationship
before I came here. Some
people just can’t hold on too
long. I’m not the "trigger
happy" type, but I’d love to be
the one to take Saddam out...
Jim Douglas. U.S. Marine
Corps Feb. 23
Hello from Saudi Arabia! I
apologize for my spelling and
penmenship. It’s just hard to
write in this position. The
ground assault is 10 hours old
and we’re all pretty tense. My
buddy showed me your chapter’s
picture. WOW! WOW! &
WOW again! I’d like to thank
you. What a wonderful idea.
Hey Deb, tell all the ladies
that I say thanks for the support,
very nice and caring of you all.
Das Kolberg, U.S. Marine
Corps, Feb. 23
My name is Robert B. Newton.
I am with the Marine Corps
Thanks for writing us. I passed
out the other letters to my friends.
I am glad you all are behind us in
this war. I hear about all the
people who are against us over
here. I think they should be
kicked out of the United States. I
am very proud to fight for you all

and America...
I just got a tape from my
family back home. My home is
Greenville, Ala. In the Marines.
I am a welder. I like my job. I
am, or was, going to college.
This tape is making me very
emotional, I miss my family. I
don’t know why I tell you this
stuff. I hope I make it back
home and don’t get killed ...
I am not scared or nothing
like that but 1 am lonely and
home sick, like everyone else
over here. But in the name of
Jesus we will win this war...
The past few nights we have
been sleeping in full gear
because a bomb hit close to us.
It’s not a great way to sleep...
I will tell you more about
myself. I am 5-foot-11 -inches, I
weigh 155 pounds. I love to
run. lam one of the few that is
in the Second Marine Division
100 and 500 mile club. I ran
100 miles in a week and 500
miles in a month and a half. I
have blond hair and blue eyes. I
love horses and cattle. I already
have some land to start my own
ranch...
Robert B. Newton, U.S.
Marine Corps, Feb. 19
I’m not worried about feeling
odd because I’m more interested
in receiving mail from people
who end up friends. Besides
you aren’t the only one that has
written. What you have to
realize and understand is that
letters from the states, no matter
who they are from, gives the
Marine
or
servicemen
something to fight for. Family
suppon helps but it’s more than
that, if you can follow me...
Keep your chin up. We’ll be
home soon. Good luck in
school and the sorority.
Your Marine pen pal in
Saudi.
Ronald Boren, U.S. Marine
Corps. Feb. 18
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Actress
strives
on hard
work
By Precy Correos
Growing up poor, Dawn Millee
Wright, an actress in "To Be
Young, Gifted and Black," remembers a chaotic home life with
parents arguing and being uprooted
from one place to another in San
Jose.
"We moved a lot . . . and I
went to about 13 different schools
in my lifetime," Wright said.
"from elementary to high school. . . sometimes we had money
and sometimes we were broke."
Wright, the 24-year-old psychology major, said her childhood
was different from playwright Lorraine Hansberry, the subject of the
play, who grew up in the comforts
of a stable middle-class family.
Wright’s acting and singing
were two aspects that kept her together, when as a "young kid
coming home wasn’t a fun thing to
do," Wright said. Instead, Wright
said she started going to afterschool theater to escape.
"I wasn’t a sportsy person and
(acting) was a great reason to stay
after school," she said. "My
brothers are younger than me and I
didn’t want to stay around and babysit."
The moves from one place to another eventually became too much
for Wright and she left home to
live with her grandparents. A re-

V’utkc ly photo

Dawn Millee Wright, center, with cast members of ’To Be Young, ( ;Med
bellious teen, Wright said thing
didn’t work out there either and
she defiantly moved out on her
own.
As a precocious 13-year-old,
Wright said she looked more like
she was 19 and got a job waitressing for a restaurant called Sambo’s. She has been on her own
since.
"I looked like I do now."
Wright said displaying her abundant torso. "They never even
checked my I.D. and I got the job.
On stage and in person Wright
presents a vivacious, lively personocassionadly rollerskating
ality
to and from school.
When excited her facial features
brighten displaying a wide toothy
grin like that of Diana Ross. Her

By Susan Brown
A bit of history from the conflict
in the Persian Gulf has been finding its way into the hands of some
SJSU students.
It was late in the month of January. the war in the gulf had just
gotten into full %%sing and Deborah
McAllister needed an idea for
"Inspiration Week" at her sorority. Alpha Phi.
First, she got an address from
the San Jose Mercury News where
people could write to servicemen
in Kuwait Then she got a composite photo of all the members of her
chapter.
Next she asked each of her sorority sisters to write a short note to
a soldier fighting in the gulf
Letters and photo in hand.
McAllister put them. 15 in all, together in one package with a note
asking whoever received the bundle to please hand them out to his
friends.
"We’d heard so much about the
mail getting lost or being hacked
up that we didn’t even expect them
to get there." McAllister said.
The letters did arrive safely.

Daily staff wraar

SADDAM
When a man can walk 4 the side of
Satan,
And choose the route of evil.
That’s the kind of man it totes
To inflia pain on his
own peopk . .
Now he has taken the lives of Amer,

Need a Mac at Midnight?

24 Hour
Mac Rentals

2 OFF MAC

Publicity photo

Barbara Susco in Huckabay’s ’The Wet Dress’

WST
REGISTRATION

DEADLINE
MARCH 14

Last minute term paper?
Need to work late?
Come in anytime count on us.

r $

By Claudia Bramkamp

however. and in the hands of Robert B. Newton of the U.S. Marine
Corps.
Newton. or "Benji as he is
called, passed out the letters to his
friends. During the last few weeks
responses have been filtering into
the Alpha Phi house.
Some wrote about the war and
the desert. Some wrote about missing their families and homes.
But most of all they wrote to
thank everyone who has written,
sent gifts and shown support for all
the men in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. One man. Jim Douglas of the
Marine Corps, wrote this poem:

And for doing so he must pay.
Until that man is proven dead,
In Saudi Arabia this marine will
stay.

Don’t Wait!

RENTAL

Valid from MId-nIght 10 6 8.M. $2 oft sell service Macintosh
computer time with this coupon Does not apply to laser prints. One
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folk heroe was the late Billie Holli- dition for ’Neater Works in Faio
day, a popular black singer whom Alto for its next season’s prtmlucWright models her singing in the lions.
Times have been tough Wright
lower ranges that’s alto range.
said, but she has always had to
said Wright.
Her talents led to high school work hard for the things she’s acplays, to a Sunnyvale Community complished.
"If it’s handed to you it’s too
Theater doing stints like "Little
Shop of Horrors," and later, some easy, always work for what you
vaudeville at Campbells’ Gas- want and you’ll appreciate it
more, she added. "it’s kind ot
lighter Theater.
At SJSU. Wright played Dionne like that Federal check that
in "Hair" last semester, a play blown away and never spent on
about the 1960s flower children anything worthwhile."
"To Be Young. Gifted and
protesting racism, sexism and the
Black" has two remaining shows.
Vietnam War.
She was also involved with an slated for tonight and Saturday
experimental theater called "Time the University Theater. Tickets
cost $6 for students and seniors. $9
Pieces."
Currently her interests lie in for general admission. Show starts
keeping busy and she plans to au- at K p.m.

Dancers reflect on
life after childbirth

Sorority finds pen
pals during war
Daily staff writer

and Black’

Test Date:
April 6, 1991

"Is there Me after having
children?" is the burning question SJSU graduates Emma Lou
Huckabay and Barbara Susco
explore in their work as mothers, dancers and artists.
Along with fellow choreographers Cathleen McCarthy and
Emily Keeler. Susco and Huckabay will present their dance
rendition of "Life After Birth."
on campus this weekend.
The dancers both celebrate
and lament motherhotal in the
program. Most of the dances
have themes that relate to raising children, like the dark and
demented version of a familiar
nursry rhyme gone had in
"Mary’s Garden."
choreographed
lluckabay
three of the seven dances in the
program. some while she was
pregnant.
Of her commitment to art.
she explains, "Being a dancer
takes 100 percent of what you
are - and as an artist, it was
important for me to keep that
going after the birth of my
son." she said. One of the

dances is based on a story by
she
Dr. Sem... without wh
says she never would have made
it.
"Motherhood changes your
outlook as an artist. I look at the
world a little different now that I
am a parent." said Huckabay.
Susco described the fun and
the pain of nightly rehearsals
with toddlers playing and in
tants wailing in the background

’Motherhood changes
your outlook as an
artist.’
Emma Lou

Iluckabay,
choreographer

Her rendition of "Wet Dress"
is celebration of getting hack to
her art so soon after the birth of
her son, she said.
Performances are scheduled
tor Mar. 16 and 17 at H:00 p.m
at SAIL rs University Dance
Studio Theatre. Tickets are SH
general admission and $6 for
students and senior citizens and
will be ay ailabe at the door.
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SJSU powers past
Oklahoma 8-1 in
Classic make-up
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By Corey Tresidder
Daily staff writer
In a make-up match from rain logged Tuesday night, the Spartan
baseball team powered past the
University of Oklahoma 8-1
Thursday morning for SJSU’s fifth
straight win and second straight
victory in the Spartan Classic
Tournament.
It was also SJSU’s second
straight victory over a nationally
ranked team. The Spartans defeated top-ranked Stanford on
March 6. Oklahoma (13-2) is currently ranked 10th by Collegiate
Baseball-ESPN and 23rd by Baseball America.
Mark Ringkamp pitched a solid
seven innings for the Spartans (109) on Thursday and got offensive
help from Jorge Mora and Ken
Henderson to capture the win.
Mora opened the Spartans’ half of
the third inning with the only home
run of the day, while Henderson
drove in runs with his second inning single and fourth inning double.
"We knew their pitcher was
around the plate, so we tried to use
it as an advantage with the hit-and-

run and bunt," said Spartan Coach
Sam Piraro. "We did a great job,
and our performance shows we
have more than one dimension to
the team."
The Spartans rocked Sooners
pitcher Casey Mendenhall for four
innings, charging him with seven
earned runs and eleven hits. In relief, Will Noweck made his first
appearance for the Sooners this
season, pitching two innings and
giving up no hits or runs.
The Spartans started the game
well defensively, as Ringkamp
ended the Sooners half of the first
inning by picking off Scott Campbell at first after the left fielder had
walked.
After Spartan lead-off hitter
Steve Anderson singled in the first
inning, he reached third on a sacrifice and an in -field grounder. First
baseman Matt Wollaston slapped a
single to left field, scoring Anderson to give the Spartans a lead they
would never lose.
In the second inning, center
fielder Jason Bugg beat the throw
to first on his bunt and reached second when catcher Charles Havel
was hit by a pitch. The Sooners’
Mark Ward overthrew the first
baseman on Craig Jacobs’ in-field
hit, allowing Bugg to score.
Anderson got an infield single,
scoring Havel, and then stole second. He gave the Spartans’ a 4-0
lead on Henderson’s dribbler down
the first base line.
The third inning was highlighted
by Mora’s home run. It was a high
shot to center field off an 0-1 count
that bounced off the top of a sign
on the hack wall of Municipal Stadium.
"It was a wind-blown home run
and I thought it was a double,"
Mora said. "I liked my bunt (in the
fourth inning) better. I get more
home runs in a year than I do
hunts."
The Sooners got their only run
of the day in their half of the third
inning. Campbell was driven home
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Classic Schedule
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,Act,
s. S’)
.tarts

10:00 Santa Clara v. Indiana
10:00 Oklahoma V. Colorado St
10:00 Gonzaga v. SJSU
12:00 Colorado State v. Gonzaga
3:30 Santa Clara v. Oklahoma
7:00 SJSU V. Indiana
Saturday, March 16
12:00 Fifth Place Game
3:30 Third Place Game
700 Championship Game
Due to rain, schedule is
subject to change. For up
to date changes, call
924-1217.

by
,he

Kevin Squires Daily staff photographer

Leftfielder Jorge Mora smacked a home run in the fourth inning to help the Spartans beat Oklahoma 8-1
has been winning games for us."
a springboard. Our confidence and
"We got a great pitching perfor- performance has been uplifted."
mance against a great offensive
Results of Thursday night’s
team," Piraro said. "Ti) hold them game against Santa Clara were undown to one run is an excellent available.
Sam Piraro,
feat. You have to hit rock bottom
The Spartans play two Classic
SJSU baseball coach
before you can build yourself up. games today: Gonzaga at 10 a.m.
left field corner that Campbell and the Stanford win has served as and Indiana at 7 p.m.
could not handle. It ended up being
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’Our confidence and performance has been
uphfted.’
on No. 3 hitter Derrick White’s
triple to right field. The Spartans
led 5-1.
The Spartans erupted in the
fourth inning for three more runs.
Third baseman Jacobs stole second
after beating the throw on his infield chopper. No. 2 hitter Mark
O’Brien lined a shot past the
Sooners first baseman White, giving the Spartans a 6-1 lead.
O’Brien could have made it to
second on the hit but was interfered with by White. Piraro came
out and made a case, convincing
the umpire of the interference.
O’Brien then reached third on a
passed hall.
Henderson hit a long fly to the
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Associated Students
Election Results
Spring 1991
President: (Run off) Tyler Warteld (438 votes) Nice Launder (737)
Vice President: Nicole Anderson (unopposed)
Controller: Don Brooks (unopposed)
Academic Senators: Stephen

Goodman Neil Nogaliza Mark Vogel

Director of Business Affairs:

Lisa Desa (unopposed)

Director of Academic Affairs: (Run off)

Jean Pierre Fusenig Todd Lavenng

Director of California State Student Affairs: Marc’ Pedrazzi (unopposed)
Director of Communications: (Run off) Gloria Schmae, Lisa Wiltwerth
Director of Community Affairs: Steven W Parker
Director of Ethnic Affairs: Losana Lin (unopposed)
Director of Intercultural Affairs: Miguel Ada (unopposed)
Director of Non-traditional Minority Affairs: Charles Huckelbery
Director of Personnel: Tasha Souza (unopposed)
Director of Sponsored Programs: Robert Rosenau
Director of Student Rights and Responsibiblities: Jon S
Director of Student Services: Blair Whitney (unopposed)

Fleischman

Sole survivor describes
avalanche; nine dead
GOLDEN, British Columbia
(AP) The sole survivor of an avalanche that killed nine skiers described a sudden, silent slide that
swept her down the mountain and
buried her up to her teeth in snow.
Limping and bruised. Jocelyn
Lang, a New Zealander living in
Canada. said Wednesday she
doesn’t know how she survived.
"The slope just buckled," said
Lang. who was the skiers’ guide.
"I didn’t have time to sec anything."
She was swept 1,(XX) feet down
the slope in the Purcell Mountains,
part of the Canadian Rockies in
southeastern British Columbia.
"I was totally buried all the
time. she said of the Tuesday afternoon accident. "Everything was
moving so fast. I remember being
pounded and tumbling."
When it ended she was buried,
her mouth jammed with snow. She
worked one arm free, dug her head
out and waited for rescuers.
Lang, believed to be Canada’s
only fully certified female winter
mountain guide, was the only survisor among 10 skiers dragged off
by the avalanche. Three other
skiers in the party were untouched
by it.
’Hie identities of the eight men
and one woman who died were not
released. They were from the
United States. Germany. England,
Spain and France.
The avalanche occurred about

’The bodies were
spread over the entire
area. Some had banged
against trees and others
had hung up on rocks.’
Dr. Philip Allmendinger.
heart specialist
15 miles southwest of Golden and
near Bugaboo Lodge, about 140
miles north of Washington state
and Idaho. The skiers had stayed at
the lodge.
A helicopter had delivered them
to the remote area popular for its
powdery, virgin snow.

Bush meets key allied Parker wins Director
leaders during journey of Community Affairs
By Robert W. Scoble

President
(MAW A (AP)
Bush says he’s eager to ask French
President Francois Mitterrand what
role he envisions for Yasser Arafat
after the Palestinian leader chose
"the wrong side" in the war
against Iraq.
Bush was leaving the Canadian
capital at dawn Thursday on a 41/2,
hour flight to the West Indies island of Martinique and the talks
with Mitterrand, a key ally in Operation Desert Storm.
It is the second stop on Bush’s
five-day postwar journey to meet
with key allied leaders. He flew on
Thursday night to Bermuda, where
he meets British Prime Minister
John Major on Saturday.
At a news conference Wednesday with Canadian Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney, Bush criticized
Iraq for using helicopters to quash
rebels seeking to overthrow Saddam Hussein’s government. "Do
not do this." he warned.
At the same time. he cautioned
Iran against any designs on Iraq.
saying "grabbing territory ...
would be the worst thing they
could do."
Bush and Mulroney met over
dinner with Canadian Foreign
Minister Joe Clark. just back from
Tehran and other Middle Eastern
capitals.
France has often steered its own
course toward the Arab world, to
the chagrin of Washington. But it
was an integral part of the coalition
that drove Iraq from Kuwait. "and
President Mitten-and led the way,"
said Bush.
Asked whether he would press
Mitterrand to stop recognizing Arafat’s Palestine Liberation Organization as an official voice of the
Palestinians, the president said, "I
have no interest in asking them not

REACTION
From page!
dents, to talk to or call their legislature and tell them how they
feel." Pedrazzi said.
"Take 20 minutes," Goodman said. "and write and call all
your elected representatives."
Goodman. like other students. think that the higher education system is getting cut
because the government would
rather build prisons than educate people.
"Thc taxpayers, citizens and
voters arc saying to us that edu-

Foreign Minister Roland Dumas
told the newspaper Le Monde last
week that past French policy toward the Arab world was based on
"a series of illusions." including a
false expectation of increasing
Arab unity.
Mulroney jokingly asked Bush
to share his 91 percent popularity’

Steven Parker surprised William
Noren in the Associated Student
Director of Community Affairs
race on Thursday.
He won the election 689 to 424
in one of the lowest turnouts in
recent history. Only 2,082 students
came to the polls during the elccI was willing to live up to
the fact that! didn’t know
what is going on.
Parker
Steven
elected director of
community affairs
lions on Wednesday and Thursday.
"Gees, well you got me," Parker
said after being awoken by reports
of his win. "I didn’t know, total,
that he and I were going to get this
many (votes).
"Let’s hope that I can live up to
that," he said. Parker stayed home
while other candidates gathered in
the Student Union because he
didn’t think that the votes would
be counted within four hours of the
closing of the ballots. He was
suprised by the turnout and said
that his win may have been due to
sentiment for "the little guy."
While he hasn’t been involved
in school activities or issues, he
says that he won the election
because he came off as willing in

learn about the issues and inure
down to earth. "I was willing to
live up to the fact that I didn’t
know what is going on."
He is going to jump in and find
out what the issues are by talking
to the present director, Blair Whitney. "I’m going to talk to him now
to find out what the office entails."
He ran on a platform that stressed
that he was a new face to campus
politics.
"I’m a new guy, a fresh face."
he said during a forum for the candidates last week. "I’m not a member of a fraternity. I’m a member
of the commuter class."
Parker ran for the position
because he felt that is where lie
could do the most for the school.
Whitney agrees that the position is
important.
"Community Affairs is probably
one of the most important outreach
positions on the board." he said.
He sympathizes with Parker’s
position because he was inexperienced when he got involved with
the A.S. "I was an outsider. I felt
that I wanted to make a difference."
Even though Parker admits that
he didn’t know the issues, Whitney
says that Parker could be very
effective as a director. "Whether
Steve can put words to his ideas or
not he certainly must have a sense
of the campus to be concerned
enough to run for office."
Norcn couldn’t be reached for
comment.

Let’s count ’em

Beverage containers give
$219 million in refunds

Dr. Philip Allmendinger, a skier
and heart specialist from HantOrd.
Conn., was among the first searchers at the avalanche site. He said
there was almost no chance of surviving the slide.
"The bodies were spread over
the entire area. Some had hanged
against trees and others had hung
up on rocks. Some were on or near
the surface and others were buried
quite deeply," he said.
The slide was about 265 feet
wide and 20 to 24 inches deep.
said Martin von Neudegg, lawyer
for Canadian Mountain Holidays,
the travel agency that arranged the
outing.

lature." Ileidig said in a statement
SACRAMENTO tAP) Californians recycled a record number released by his office.
of bottles and cans in 1990, cashIn a report to the governor and
ing in 9.3 billion beverage con- legislators. the Conservation Detainers for S219 million in refunds, partment suggested the recent
climb was due in part to bigger reofficials said Thursday.
Recycling kept 70 percent of the funds for beer. soda. carbonated
13.7 billion beverage cans and bot- mineral water and wine cooler bottles drained by Californians last tles and cans.
The amount paid to consumer.
year from ending up in garbage
dumps, the state Conservation De- rose Jan. I. 1990. from a penny a
container to two for a nickel. The
partment said.
In 19149. recycling centers took value for containers 24 ounces or
in 6.9 billion beverage containers. larger went up from 2 cents each to
or 56 percent. In 19/414, at the end Scents each.
of the first year of the state "bottle
Other factors were a growing
bill" program, consumers turned public interest in the environment
in 6.1 billion empties, or 52 per- and increasing awareness of recycent.
cling centers and curbside pickup
Last year’s increase was the programs. the report said.
largest annual jump since the recyRecycling rates were 76 percent
cling program started in late IWO,
said Edward Heidig, director of the for aluminum cans. 57 percent for
glass bottles and 31 percent for
Conservation Department.
"We have every reason to be- plastic bottles. according to the
lieve that this trend will continue study. Plastic saw the biggest inNicrengarten in Austin and on until we reach our 110 percent goal crease, up from 7 percent in 19119
April 26, 1989, at the home of set by the governor and Legis- and 4 percent in 19118.
Steele County District Judge James
Mork in Blooming Prairie. The
checks, and then recorded them in
homes arc about 15 miles apart.
the check register under different
U.S. Attorney Jerome Arnold
names. When bank statements and
said Bellrichard was indicted by a From page /
checks turned up missing, photofederal grand jury March 3, but the
not be copies of the checks were obtained
indictment remained scaled until routine audit. He could
his arrest Tuesday by federal reached at his Palo Alto office for from Bank America. They were
made out to Yohn. endorsed with
comment.
agents.
Yohn’s attorney, Richard his signature on the back, and
lie faces 23 counts of mailing Minkoff, refused to come to the deposited in his personal account.
threatening letters and two counts phone and issued a routine "no
Investigation based on Vcnof damaging a building with explo- comment" through his reception- nemcycr ’s report revealed that
sives. Arnold said.
ist.
Yohn had issued himself a $5,500
Jan Healy, board chairman of loan that was unauthorized,
If convicted. Bellrichard faces
up to 10 years in prison and a Mountain View Community ’Me- according to court records. He
4254),(XX) fine on both counts of vision, said the organization’s allegedly attempted to hide the
damaging a building with explo- attorneys had told her not to com- loans by writing himself two
checks on the money market
sives and up to five years in prison ment on the case.
Yohn had set up two checking account. one for $3,000 and one
and a $250,000 fine on each of the
23 counts of ’nailing threatening accounts as executive director of for $2,500. He had listed in the
MVCT. The everyday account check register that only one check
items.
required two signatures for checks for $5.501) had been issued.
exceeding $1000. But the other payable to the landlord.
one, a money market account from
The checks in question and the
cation is unimportant anymore.
which he allegedly embezzled, May bank statement are missing,
The taxpayers need to be edurequired only one.
but copies of the exact same
cated," Goodman added.
Yohn allegedly issued himself checks obtained from the bank
Pedrazzi targeted four legisunauthorized loans and payroll revealed that he had written them
lators that she wants students to
advances in the form of company to himself.
They
call with their concerns.
arc Becky Morgan, R -Los
Altos (916-445-6747): Alfred
Alquist. D-S1 (916-445-9740):
VVINUPS
Dominic Cortese, D-S.1 (916Air CHINESE CUISINEFOOD TO GO
445-8243); and John VasconcelMandarin & SZechttan Cuisine
Apie
los. 1)-S.1 (916-4454253).
’Box Lunches To Go
"They represent San Jose and
’Lunch and Dinner
the fee increase," she said. "I’m
’Catering Available
under the impression that
Open Daily 294-3303 or 998-9427
they’ve received less than 10
11 30-9 OC)pm
letters from a student body con131. E. Jackson Street
Closed Mondays
sisting of 32,000 people."
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th !Arco

Man faces charges for
bombing judges’ homes
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -- An
unemployed man has been charged
in the I98X and 19149 bombings of
two judges’ homes in southern
Minnesota, federal authorities
said.
Loren F. Bellrichard. 44, also is
accused of sending threatening letters to several judges and law enforcement officials. Ni’ one was
injured in the bombings.
"Who thought up this fairy
tale?" Bellrichard asked Tuesday
in court, calling the indictment
"trumped up charges."
Wearing blond dreadlocks and a
heard that reached his belt. Bellrichard appeared before U.S. MagisCudd. who ordered
trate J.
him held without bond pending a
hail hearing today
The bombings were on May 29,
19$14, at the home of Mower
Counts District Judge William

to back the PLO."
He said, "We may have some
differences with France. And if so,
I expect I’ll hear them loud and
clear down in Martinique.
"I wouldn’t expect to find ...
that President Mitterrand was
elated about the performance of
Yasser Arafat," Bush added.
He said he was eager to ask,
"Francois. what are you going to
say about this one? ... I know he’ll
be disappointed in the way the
PLO ... drew the wrong side."
Arafat embraced Saddam’s
cause and applauded his use of
Scud missiles against Israeli civilians in an attempt to widen the
war.
Mulroney said. "I think that the
credibility of the leadership of the
PLO is zero."
The United States broke off a dialogue with the PLO last year after
a terrorist attack on Israel. Mitterrand met with Arafat in Paris last
year.
France in the past has pressed
for an international peace conference on the Middle East a view
shared by the PLO but opposed by
the United States and Israel.
But France has tempered that
position lately. Hubert Vedrine,
Mitterrand’s spokesman, said
Washington and Paris "were never
so close" as they are now in foreign policy objectives.
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Jeanette Giicksma,, Daily stiff pi 1,grapher
Marie Gan, chairperson of the election board, carries in the
last ballot box Thursday at 11 p.m. as voting table attendants
Benson Chung, business major, and Sovandy Meting, international business major, pack up the other election materials.
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tug with the A.S. directors to
make sure minorities are
informed as well.
An information packet concerning the budget cuts and fee
increase has already been produced by the committee and
Resler said they arc currently

being distributed on campus
and in the residence halls. The
packet includes three pages of
information distributed at the
CSSA meeting outlining the
logistics of the budget cuts and
lists of addresses and phone
numbers of legislators that students can contact.
"This is a great guide for all
the things the students can do to
fight this increase." Resler said.
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